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By subject[ edit ] The United States Department of State requires the reason for classification to be specified
on all classified cables according to these classification categories: Of these, the vast majority are labeled 1.
Thirty cables are labeled 1. These 26 cables are: The cables marked with an asterisk are not available in full.
Thirty cables are classified 1. Five cables have the designation 1. Seven are designated 1. The nine cables with
the label 1. By transnational organization[ edit ] Main article: Ambassador to Belgium , that the "EU no longer
believes in the success of the military mission in Afghanistan ". He also added "Europe is doing it [War in
Afghanistan] and will go along out of deference to the United States, but not out of deference to Afghanistan".
Ambassador to France recommended that "we calibrate a target retaliation list that causes some pain across the
EU". Nine British, German, U. In NATO wants to conduct exercises for this new plan. Global[ edit ]
Copenhagen Accord on climate change[ edit ] Diplomatic cables show how the U. Critical Foreign
Dependencies Initiative Perhaps the most sensitive of all releases as of 6 December was a cable from the U.
State Department sent in February referencing the Critical Foreign Dependencies Initiative and listing
installations and infrastructure worldwide that it considered critical to protect U. Before releasing this list
WikiLeaks had deliberately removed details of names and locations, but much was still revealed. Ostensibly
the list does not include any military facilities. Instead it includes key facilities that if attacked could disrupt
the global supply chain and global communications, as well as goods and services important to the U.
Department for Homeland Security in co-ordination with the U. Major port hubs, particularly in China, Japan
and South Korea. The Bakuâ€”Tbilisiâ€”Ceyhan pipeline as well as many other strategic pipelines
criss-crossing Eurasia. In connection to these pipelines also Georgia , Azerbaijan and Belarus are on the list.
Mines that produce rare earths and other much-needed metals, especially in South Africa and Australia.
Several underwater pipelines are listed in Japan, China and Britain. Ostensibly missing are also civil nuclear
power plants outside of the United States. Dams close to the U. State Department spokesman Philip J.
Crowley said the disclosure "gives a group like al-Qaeda a targeting list. WikiLeaks spokesman Kristinn
Hrafnsson said with reference to the cable:
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Articles appearing in UN periodicals are individually indexed as well as bilateral and multilateral treaties in
the UN Treaty Series. Declassified Documents Reference System -- provides full text access to formerly
classified U. Digital National Security Archive -- full-text of twelve collections of primary U. Most documents
were originally classified. Economist Intelligence Unit [EIU] Country Reports -- a source of business
intelligence on political and economic trends in countries from to the present. An overall profile of each
country is provided annually and a current report is produced quarterly. Both include current detailed statistics.
Foreign Broadcast Information Service FBIS Daily Reports -- consists of full-text Daily Report translations of
broadcasts, news agency transmissions, newspapers, periodicals and government statements from nations
around the world published from Content will be released on a monthly basis until coverage is complete back
to Foreign Office Files for India, Pakistan and Afghanistan, -- sourced from the British Foreign Office files,
this resource covers the political and social history of India, Pakistan and Afghanistan in this period with
additional content on Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim and Kashmir, as well as other frontier
regions. A unique source for the study of Soviet society between and the mids, it boasts vast amounts of
one-of-a-kind data on political, economic, social and cultural conditions. Human Rights Studies Online -provides comparative documentation, analysis, and interpretation of major human rights violations and
atrocity crimes worldwide from to The collection includes primary and secondary materials across multiple
media formats and content types for each selected event, including Armenia, the Holocaust, Cambodia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Rwanda, Darfur, and more than thirty additional subjects. Records included in the
database cover almost years of publications on the world of Islam. Material cited in the the database includes
not only work written about the Middle East, but also about the other main Muslim areas of Asia and Africa,
plus Muslim minorities elsewhere. JSTOR -- a comprehensive, multidisciplinary archive of scholarly journal
literature. About new articles are added each month. Public Affairs Information Services [PAIS] -- indexes
selective subjects and bibliographic access to periodicals, books, hearings, reports, gray literature, government
publications, Internet resources, and other publications from countries. Coverage from to the present. Records
of the Parliaments of Scotland -- a fully searchable database containing the proceedings of the Scottish
parliament from the first surviving act of to the union of The reports are usually from congressional
committees dealing with proposed legislation and issues under investigation. The documents include all other
papers ordered printed by the House or Senate. Documents cover a wide variety of topics and may include
reports of executive departments and independent organizations, reports of special investigations made for
Congress, and annual reports of non-governmental organizations. During the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, executive-branch materials were also published in the Serial Set. Worldwide Political
Science Abstracts -- provides indexing of the international journal literature in political science and its
complementary fields, including international relations, law, and public administration and policy.
Descriptions of resources are adapted or quoted from vendor websites. Research Databases History Databases
America: History and Life -- database that covers the history of the United States and Canada. It includes key
English-language historic journals, selected historic journals from major countries, state and local history
journals, and selected relevant journals in the social sciences and humanities. Historical Abstracts -- this
database includes key history journals from major countries, as well as relevant selected journals from the
social sciences and humanities. Covers world history outside of the United States and Canada. All abstracts
are in English. Important Archival Databases for Doing Historical Research in IR American State Papers, -this collection includes over 6, publications, including every legislative and executive document of the first
fourteen U. Congresses, in addition to materials such as speeches and messages of Presidents Washington,
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Adams, Jefferson, and Madison. Covers historical documents prior to the U. Congressional Serial Set [see
below]. Foreign Relations between Latin America and the Caribbean States, -- organized by country, this
collection covers a wide range of viewpoints on political, social and economic issues. It sheds light on the
foreign relations interactions between Central American and South American countries â€” with coverage of
the Caribbean, Cuba, Haiti and the Dominican Republic. Users will find memoranda, cables, correspondence,
reports and analyzes, and treaties. Political Instability and U. State Department records consists of political
and military documents relating to the Mexican Revolution and its aftermath These unique and insightful
records provide an unprecedented look at the Mexican Revolution, which began in and continued sporadically
until the new Constitution was adopted in , through to and including the election of Calles. Revolution in
Honduras and American Business: International Affairs and The World Today. CQ Press Congressional
Collection -- data is presented with non-biased commentary and includes vital biographical and voting data for
members of Congress, legislative information organized by topic, key votes, legislative analysis, interest
group scores of members, encyclopedic information on Congress, and Supreme Court case summaries relating
to the structure and powers of Congress dating back to Important resource for locating legislative involvement
in foreign affairs. HeinOnline History of International Law -- includes more than titles and , pages dating back
to on international law subjects such as war and peace, the Nuremberg Trials, law of the sea, international
arbitration, Hague Conferences and Conventions, and much more. Access by clicking on link in left-hand
column. It also includes famous trials from various law library trials collections. It contains trial transcripts,
critical court documents, and trial-related resources such as full-text books and reports which analyze and
debate the decisions of famous trials. JSTOR --a full text digital archive of core scholarly journals representing
disciplines in the social sciences and humanities, most with complete back runs, some dating back to the late
17th century. Source materials include letters, official memoranda, personal papers, photographs, scrapbooks,
financial records, diaries, and much more. Current collections relevant to international affairs include:
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(Over, please) Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files GREAT BRITAIN: Foreign Affairs, World War II had
ended. Much of the world was again at peace, but it.

G7 A24 Original Correspondence: There is no index to this set, however one may refer to List of Colonial
Office Records: In addition, the National Archives online catalog gives a partial breakdown of the class by
subject. At the home screen type "CO " in the "go to reference" box at the top left hand corner of the page.
When the summary screen appears, click on "Browse from here" in the right hand corner of the page. It lists,
in chronological order, the subjects of items contained in each file of each volume. British Documents on
Foreign Affairs: Near and Middle East, DS G7 B75 Pt. Near and Middle East, JZ B The "Confidential Print"
was a means of distributing diplomatic dispatches and other papers among government offices and agencies.
These documents were generally reports of conditions or other matters in a country or area that observers,
diplomatic, military, or civilian, thought important. All of these volumes have a table of contents with two or
four word descriptions of the contents of each document. Palestine and Transjordan, Palestine, Microfilm
These two sets reproduce documents from record class F. The microfilm has no guide or index but the
following title may be used for general descriptions of the files: Public Record Office, London. List of Foreign
Office Records. A2 G74 See volumes for descriptions of F. Palestine is always covered in the section entitled
"Eastern. A68 M56 A collection of Foreign Office reports. Z "These volumes draw together documents found
in the British National Archives to trace the origins and development of the Zionist movement in the 19th and
20th centuries
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See the News Topic Guide for more details. Department of State records. CRL has the following sets guides
available: Records of the Department of State relating to internal affairs of Asia, State Department central
files: Records of the Department of State relating to internal affairs of Syria, Uncataloged Early Western
books, The emphasis is on the Eastern Mediterranean and the Ottoman Turks. The collection brings together
Western source material together describing European attitudes to the East in the sixteenth Century, and in
tracing the development of the study of oriental history in Europe. Early Western books, Cumulative list of
titles filmed by IDC. E General correspondence before , Turkey, Publisher: Public Record Office Temporal
Coverage: See catalog record and guide ofr specific Subseries included. National Archives Temporal
Coverage: Despatches from United States ministers to Turkey, Despatches from United States consuls in
Alexandretta, Despatches from United States consuls in Constantinople, Despatches from United States
consuls in Erzerum, Despatches from United States consuls in Harput, Despatches from United States
consuls in Sivas, Records of the Department of State relating to internal affairs of Turkey, Records of the
Department of State relating to political relations between the United States and Turkey, Records of the
Department of State relating to political relations between Turkey and other states, Records of the Department
of State relating to political relations of Turkey, Greece and the Balkan states, Records of the American
Commission to Negotiate Peace.
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Chapter 7 : Primary Materials - The Cold War - LibGuides at Colby College Libraries
Stanford Libraries' official online search tool for books, media, journals, databases, government documents and more.
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Chapter 9 : Report: Dubai Real Estate a Money-Laundering Haven
The records document the political, economic, and social history of South Africa. Included are files on the electoral
victory of the Afrikaner National Party, the establishment of the official policy of apartheid, and internal and foreign
opposition to South Africa's racial policies.
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